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1. Introduction 

The choice of the criterion for evaluating the effectiveness of the process and automatic control system is the 
subject of a large number of works.  

The following is their critical review to determine the possibility of their use. In [1], the criterion is formed by 
multiplying the indicator of the accuracy of the system by the rate of its work. The last indicator is the value 
obtained by comparing the amount of information and bandwidth of the communication channel, which is not 
decisive for the considered ACS. 

In [2], an expression similar to the signal volume is taken as a criterion (where �� – is the signal power, �� – is 
the frequency band,Т – the duration of the code combination.):  

 
� � �����        (1) 

 
In [3], the quality of systems is estimated by the magnitude of the probability of erroneous reception of a message 

with fixed values of other parameters. Moreover, the system quality criterion is the product �эТ, where �э – is the 
equivalent probability of an erroneous reception of a signal element, and Т – is the average duration of a signal 
element. 

In [4], the quality of work is estimated by the amount of information transmitted. Common to these works is an 
approach that takes into account a small number of parameters. In addition, the use of information characteristics as 
parameters of a system is not sufficiently substantiated. And, finally, it is theoretically not justified to construct a 
criterion based on the multiplication of the values of the system parameters. 

Consider a number of more complex criteria. In [5], a criterion E was proposed for comparing the quality of 
complex systems: 
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where P and Т – are respectively the probability of erroneous reception of the message element and the average 

duration of the code combination before applying the method of increasing the reliability; Рп and Тп– the same 
values after applying the method of increasing the reliability; Сп and С– the number of elements, respectively, with 
the device increasing the reliability and without such a device; � – is a weighting factor. The advantage of this 
criterion in an attempt to take into account the factor of complexity of the equipment, the disadvantage - is in the 
arbitrary formation of the expression (2). 

A quality criterion is proposed in [6] ( where  QAf ,  – the quantity of production of the established quality, А – 

the number of production, Q – production quality, Э – total economic costs).  
 

 
Э

QA,fW  , (3) 

It should be noted that the use of expression (3) as a criterion is not theoretically justified, since it is built from 
arbitrarily constructed indicators. General disadvantages of the criteria considered: 

 
 They are formed largely on the basis of intuitive representations, which is rather subjective 
 It is assumed that when designing criteria it is possible to choose weights that take into account the values of 

various system parameters. However, there is currently no rigorous mathematical theory supporting this 
assumption 
 

That is, it is not possible to conduct a high-quality expert assessment with reliable results. Thus, there is no solution 
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for assigned task in the literature. Announced questions can only be used as approaches to assess the effectiveness of 
ACS. 

The purpose of the article is to select and justify ACS performance indicators. The following ACS performance 
indicators are proposed: the probability of fulfillment the assigned task by managed object, information ability and 
information volume, information ability of the ACS algorithm, cost and weight/size characteristics of the automatic 
control system. 

2. The probability of fulfillment the assigned task by managed object 

The process of monitoring the state of the object and managing it is intended to ensure the readiness of the object 
with a given probability at any time to complete the assigned task. From the point of view of the reliability of a 

managed object, a suitable criterion for the efficiency of its operation may be the probability  ,tP  to find an 
object at any time t in working condition, which will work without fail for a time :  

 
      τPtKτt,P Г ,                   (4) 

 
where  tK Г  – the readiness factor of an object, defined as the probability to find an object in working condition 

at any time t. 
In the case of the simplest flows of failures and restoration of a non-reserved managed object, when the 

exponential law is valid, the readiness of the object to fulfillment assigned task at any time moment t is described by 
a differential equation:  

       tP1μtλP
dt

tdP
ГГ

Г  ,              (5)  

 
where  and  – according to the intensity of failures and recovery,  tPГ  – probability to find an object in 

working condition at any time t.  
Equation (5) considering that,   10PГ  , has the solution: 
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where   λτeτP   – the probability of no-failure operation of the object in the time interval . 

With the process established, i.e. with t ,  tK Г  tends to its asymptotic value 
μλ
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 , independent of 

time. Then:  
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If consider that with the exponential law of reliability  
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average uptime and average recovery time, can write: 
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The information capacity of ACS - is the number N of different values of the information parameter. The 

maximum amount of information maxH , contained in the message, proportional to its length, i.e.: 
 

NlogH 2max                                                                                                        (10) 
Consequently,  

  m2N  , maxHm0  , 
 

where  – length of the signal sequence. 
The information capacity depends on the law of distribution of the information parameter, the laws of the 

distribution of errors, and on the working information range of the transfer characteristic. 
The working information range of the transfer characteristic is the multiplicity of changes of the values of the 

input signal, at which the amount of information for one value of the output signal is not zero. 
The transfer characteristic (input-output characteristic of the element or system) is the relationship 

 вхвых xfx   between the output and input signals in a steady state. 
Amount of information is a generalized information characteristic of ACS. The actual amount of information 

contained in the process is equal to the entropy of the object and control system: 
 

   τt,Hτt,V 0пр                                                                                                 (11) 
 

The entropy of the state of the object subsystem can be determined by the formula: 
 

             τt,P1logτt,P1τt,Plogτt,Pτt,H 0i20i0i20i0i  ,                                      (12) 
 

where  τt,P0i  – the probability of the task execution by the i-th subsystem of the object. 
If the object contains m subsystems, then: 

    mτt,Hτt,H
m

1i
0imax0 



                                                                           (13) 

Naturally, the ACS is the better, if more information about the state of the object it can transmit. 

3. Information ability of the ACS operation algorithm 

The ACS operation algorithm is a system of algorithms of functionally - related devices of this system. The 
amount of information issued during the system control process is equal to:  

 
     τt,ΔHτt,Hτt,I алгmax0ПК  ,                                                                 (14) 

 
where  τt,ΔH алг  – entropy due to imperfection of the algorithm. 
The ACS operation algorithms are implemented by automation devices, so the accuracy of the system is 

determined by the accuracy of the algorithm system and the accuracy of the automation devices.  
In doing so, there is always some loss of information. Its total losses are associated with two types of errors in the 

work of ACS. These are undetectable failures and false failures. 
The probability of the existence of at least one undetectable failure in a series of measurements of m parameters 

can be determined by the formula: 
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The probability of the existence of at least one false failure in a series of measurements of m parameters is 

determined by the formula:  
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Probabilities  τt,PНОi  and  τt,PЛОi  are determined depending on the laws of distribution of monitored 

parameters and errors of automation devices. 
Knowing probabilities  τt,PНОi  and  τt,PЛОi  according to the formula of total probability, it is possible to 

determine the probability of a task being performed by a managed object, taking into account errors in the operation 
of automation devices: 
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where  τt,P0  – the probability of the working condition of the managed object.  

4. Сost and weight/size characteristics of ACS 

When assessing the effectiveness of the monitoring and control process, take into account the costs of its 
implementation, and when evaluating it for moving or compactly placed objects - weight/size indicators of 
automation devices are taken into account. 

The average cost of ACS is determined by the total cost of development and operation: 
 

     τt,Сτt,Сτt,C ЭР  ,                                                                               (18) 
 

where  τt,СР  – cost of development and manufacture of ACS,  τt,СЭ  – cost of operating the ACS. 
The average cost of developing and manufacturing of ACS is determined according to the dependency:  
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The average cost of operating ACS is determined by the formula: 
 

       СЭtPtСbtС ОЭЭЭ
 ,1,,  ,                                                                   (20) 

 
where 

Эb  – coefficient determined during operation,  ,tСОЭ
 – cost of operation of the simplest ACS, the 

probability of failure-free operation of which is lower than the required value  ,tP , 
СЭ  – a constant indicator 

determined during the ACS operation. 
The analysis of dependencies (19) and (20) shows that the cost of development and manufacturing increases with 

an increase in the probability of ACS failure-free operation, and the cost of operating a more reliable system 
decreases. 

To estimate the weight of the ACS, use a ratio: 
 

     τt,Gτt,Gτt,G ЭСАУ  .                                                                         (21) 
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Here  τt,GСАУ  – the weight of the ACS automation devices and  τt,G Э  – the weight of the equipment 

providing operation of the ACS are described by the formulas: 
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        ЭGα
ОЭЭЭ τt,P1τt,Ggτt,G  .                                                                 (23) 

 
A similar relationship holds for the volume of ACS devices. 
The coefficients g and the exponents α in (22), (23) are established during the manufacture and operation of the 

ACS and in the simplest cases take values between 0 and 1. 
The total cost of the control and management process takes into account the cost of achieving the effects of 

response, weight, volume and other characteristics of ACS: 
 

     VGtΣ ΔCΔCΔСτt,Сτt,C ,                                                       (24) 
 

5. Conclusion  

Thus, four indicators of ACS effectiveness were selected and justified: the probability of fulfillment the assigned 
task by managed object, information ability and information volume, information ability of the ACS work 
algorithm, cost and weight/size characteristics of the ACS. 

Promising are the creation of a generalized criterion for the effectiveness of the process and automatic control 
system. 
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The probability of the existence of at least one false failure in a series of measurements of m parameters is 

determined by the formula:  

    



m

1i
ЛОiЛО τt,P11τt,P                                                                        (16) 

 
Probabilities  τt,PНОi  and  τt,PЛОi  are determined depending on the laws of distribution of monitored 

parameters and errors of automation devices. 
Knowing probabilities  τt,PНОi  and  τt,PЛОi  according to the formula of total probability, it is possible to 

determine the probability of a task being performed by a managed object, taking into account errors in the operation 
of automation devices: 

 

      
         τt,P1τt,Pτt,P1τt,P

τt,P1τt,Pτt,P
0НОЛО0

ЛО0




 ,                               (17) 

 
where  τt,P0  – the probability of the working condition of the managed object.  

4. Сost and weight/size characteristics of ACS 

When assessing the effectiveness of the monitoring and control process, take into account the costs of its 
implementation, and when evaluating it for moving or compactly placed objects - weight/size indicators of 
automation devices are taken into account. 

The average cost of ACS is determined by the total cost of development and operation: 
 

     τt,Сτt,Сτt,C ЭР  ,                                                                               (18) 
 

where  τt,СР  – cost of development and manufacture of ACS,  τt,СЭ  – cost of operating the ACS. 
The average cost of developing and manufacturing of ACS is determined according to the dependency:  
 

     
 

СРα
0

ОРРР τt,P1
τt,P1τt,Сbτt,С 










 ,                                                            (19) 

 
The average cost of operating ACS is determined by the formula: 
 

       СЭtPtСbtС ОЭЭЭ
 ,1,,  ,                                                                   (20) 

 
where 

Эb  – coefficient determined during operation,  ,tСОЭ
 – cost of operation of the simplest ACS, the 

probability of failure-free operation of which is lower than the required value  ,tP , 
СЭ  – a constant indicator 

determined during the ACS operation. 
The analysis of dependencies (19) and (20) shows that the cost of development and manufacturing increases with 

an increase in the probability of ACS failure-free operation, and the cost of operating a more reliable system 
decreases. 

To estimate the weight of the ACS, use a ratio: 
 

     τt,Gτt,Gτt,G ЭСАУ  .                                                                         (21) 
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Here  τt,GСАУ  – the weight of the ACS automation devices and  τt,G Э  – the weight of the equipment 

providing operation of the ACS are described by the formulas: 
 

     
 

САУGα
0

САУОСАУСАУ τt,P1
τt,P1τt,Ggτt,G 










 ,                                                 (22) 

        ЭGα
ОЭЭЭ τt,P1τt,Ggτt,G  .                                                                 (23) 

 
A similar relationship holds for the volume of ACS devices. 
The coefficients g and the exponents α in (22), (23) are established during the manufacture and operation of the 

ACS and in the simplest cases take values between 0 and 1. 
The total cost of the control and management process takes into account the cost of achieving the effects of 

response, weight, volume and other characteristics of ACS: 
 

     VGtΣ ΔCΔCΔСτt,Сτt,C ,                                                       (24) 
 

5. Conclusion  

Thus, four indicators of ACS effectiveness were selected and justified: the probability of fulfillment the assigned 
task by managed object, information ability and information volume, information ability of the ACS work 
algorithm, cost and weight/size characteristics of the ACS. 

Promising are the creation of a generalized criterion for the effectiveness of the process and automatic control 
system. 
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